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Sommario/riassunto

Introduction : situating the contemporary Indian (English) novel --
Conversations in Bloomsbury : T.S. Eliot through Indian eyes --
Comrade Kirillov : a critique of communism -- 'A horse and two goats' :
language, culture and representation in R.K. Narayan's fiction -- The
tale of an Indian education : the silver pilgrimage -- 'Clip joint' :
modernity and its discontents -- Cultural and political allegory in Rich
like us -- Towards redefining boundaries : the Indo-Canadian
encounter in Days and nights in Calcutta -- The golden gate and the
quest for self-realization -- Journey to Ithaca : an epistle on the fiction
of the 1980s and 1990s -- Cuckold in Indian English fiction --
Stephanians and others : the tale of two novelists.
Both rigorous and readable, Another Canon is an original
contribution to the study of Indian English literature.
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Sommario/riassunto Harriet Hughes is not a girl who likes pink or dancing, in fact she hates
them both. Harriet is devastated when she has to attend a dance class,
with the most popular girl in school and she is constantly humiliated in
front of her secret crush Oliver. Will Harriet manage to make it through
dance class? Will Oliver notice her and will her parents ever stop
embarrassing her?Follow Harriet's funny middle grade adventures in
this beginner chapter book which includes illustrations.
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